
A tremendous start indeed! 

We are really overwhelmed by the Expressions of Interest receieved from parents who
wish that their chidren join Melbourne Tutorials.

Our success is the cumulative success achieved by our students in improving their
academic outcomes at schools and in various competetive exams like Selective Entry

We also believe that real success is  a never-ceasing journey of transformation: the
journey to transform oneself into a responsible individual while imbibing various
lifeskills like initiative, focus, communication, resilience and problem solving.

All our students deserve congratulations as they move toward higher
accomplishments.
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NAPLAN Focus in Term1

Grades 3 & 5 

For Years 7 and 9 the Selective Entry
focus will include NAPLAN too
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Academic Scholarship: Bacchus Marsh Grammar School

Congratulations to Mani Shukla for achieving an Academic Scholarship at
Bacchus Marsh Grammar School.

Mani, currently studying in year 8, is a role model for other students in terms
of her organized approach to studies, an inquisitive mind to learn and an

indomitable will to succeed.

Best wishes to Mani for her future endeavours!
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Dear students and parents,

Welcome to Term 1! 

As students settle down, we are in the process of  sharing Policies and Procedures
alongside various other resources/folders etc.

The timeline of sharing various online resourses/folders is as below:

Week 1 - Resource Folder

Week 2 - Homework Submission Folder 

Weeks 3 & 4 - Online Portal

Childern will take some time in settling down in the new environment. During extended
lockdowns due to Covid, some students faced issues like lack of concentration, focus and
time managment.

Children definitely deserve empathy, support and patience.

The Melbourne Tutorials online portal has been created to improve exam competence and
confidence in in our students.

Melbourne Tutorials online portal has various topic tests/ quizzes and mock tests.

The purpose of these quizzes is to improve speed and accuracy in the various components
of Selective Entry and other competitive exams.

The tests are added progressively and students are advised to practise regularly.

Students should take these tests multiple times to gain proficiency.

An eventual score of 95% and above should be aimed at as the desirable outcome.



Please complete Expressions of Interest to secure a place in the wait list.

https://melbournetutorials.com.au/enrollment/

Appointments by booking only.

Please email admin@melbournetutorials.com.au for booking an appointment.

TERM DATES 2022

Term 1:  31/01/ 2022 to 10/04/2022 (10 weeks)

Term 2:  25/04/2022 to 26/06/2022 (9 weeks)

Term 3:  01/07/2022 to 18/09/2022  (10 weeks)

Term 4:  03/10/2021 to 18/12/2021(11 weeks)

Admissions 2022
Term 1

mailto:admin@melbournetutorials.com.au


Evolving a Balance between English and Math Studies 

 Australian primary curriculum revolves around Literacy and Numeracy as two streams. As a general   

trend, parents give more importance to Mathematics in comparison to English. They start giving more 

weightage to improvement in Mathematics without realising how vital English is in academics and 

beyond.  

The reason is that most parents develop the flawed notion that Australia being an English speaking 

country, children would automatically be good at English. 

 Parents are quite content with the verbal communication, some simplistic worksheets and negligible 

homework provided at school. This feeling is more prevalent amongst the migrant population who are 

quite in awe with the verbal communication in a country with English as the first language. 

Once parents feel that the English needs of their children are taken care of, they focus their attention 

to Mathematics. 

Some highly reputed Mathematics development programs become the hot spots for such parents 

where they are led to believe about the efficacy of such programs in mental development.  

Having fullest regard to these premier institutes, despite all their good intentions, the learning built 

around the mathematical proficiency model becomes skewed. 

The result is the child, in many cases, may be able to demonstrate preliminary Mathematical 

competence revolving around mental Maths but in English the child has below par understanding. 

When it comes to concepts like Verbal Reasoning, Reading Comprehension and Advanced writing, 

the child is seriously found wanting. 

This creates a grave imbalance between 

 Mathematical and English capabilities. 



Symptoms of Imbalanced Learning in Children: 

• Child wants to study Mathematics all the time.

• Child does not show much interest in English.

• The English homework is not complete or is done very casually with many basic errors.

• The English writing lacks structure, grammar and other facets of an acceptable academic

writing.

• Parents consider proficiency in Mathematics as the benchmark of academic success.

Needless to say, such children struggle at the lower end of the ‘English Writing Competence 

Pyramid’. 

Even their verbal communication skills are very rudimentary centring around slang and basic words. 

Many a time, when parents realise the predicament in relation to English, it is too late. 

Just like so many other traits, sound English requires sound strategic measures from the very 

beginning. As the child grows in age, the child acquires many do nots of academic English which are 

quite challenging to eradicate later. 

The importance of English as a subject can not be negated. 

All competitive exams - SEAL, Scholarship, Selective Entry have the following three English 

components 

1. Verbal Reasoning



2. Reading Comprehension

3. Writing-Persuasive or Creative

English is also a compulsory subject in VCE and getting a good University place depends on the 

ATAR score in VCE.  

Leaving academics apart, sound proficiency in English writing is a major confidence builder as part 

of effective communication -both verbal and written. 

Parents who really want their children to excel in studies and eventually in life, need to take an equal, 

if not more, interest in English as compared to Mathematics. They need to understand the importance 

of English and guide their children in the right direction. 

Mathematics and English should go hand in hand as far as their children’s education is concerned. 

Further, parents need to understand that due to the skewed outlook favouring Maths, that their children 

have developed over time, children have a definite mental inertia to learn English. They will resist any 

attempts to work on their English development.  

This is a natural response of an ossified mindset and needs understanding, encouragement and 

sustained efforts on part of parents and teachers. 

The main challenge is the diagnosis of the issue at the right age! 




